
They all stretched, when they got out of the SUV. Sam skipped out in front, and Alexis 

frantically searched for a map in the rack mounted on the outside of the building marked 

“Visitor’s Center.” Ray’s focus matched Christian’s, as he pushed open the door marked “Men.” 

Alexis swore as the door closed behind the two boys. 

Neither Christian nor Ray spoke the whole time they were using the restroom, sort of an 

unwritten rule with high school boys. When someone stood next to you at the urinal, it was eyes 

straight forward, no sudden movements, and absolutely no talking. Girls were a different story, 

and Ray and Christian could hear their muffled voices from the other bathroom through the vents 

in the ceiling. Not until Ray and Christian washed their hands did either of them speak. 

“Where do we go from here?” Ray asked, as he grabbed a paper towel. 

“Hopefully, Alexis found a map,” Christian answered. “If she didn’t, I have no idea.” 

“Judging by her foul mood as we walked in here, I doubt she found any map for us to 

use,” Ray chuckled. 

“She really gets worked up sometimes, huh?” Christian said. 

Ray nodded and motioned to the vent while pointing to his ear, reminding Christian that 

the concrete wall between them and the girls was not going to keep Alexis from eavesdropping 

on their conversation. 

A high pitched squeal followed by laughter blasted through the vent. 

“Are they having a party in there?” Ray asked. 

“No!” Alexis hollered from the other side. “Sam found a toad in the stall!” 

“Kiss it, Sam!” Ray fired back. “It may be a prince.” 

“Gross!” Sam yelled, and then there was another scream. 



Christian wiped his hands and pushed through the door to the fresh air. He could hear 

another shriek from behind the women’s door, so he knew it might be awhile before the girls 

were done. Ray exited seconds behind Christian. Christian decided to walk over to the welcome 

center, even though Alexis had checked it when they arrived. 

“Let’s see if we can find a map,” Christian said. “Maybe there is a stand on the other 

side.” 

Christian turned the corner, but he stopped cold next to the pop machine, and Ray 

bumped into him from behind. 

Ray stammered, “Hey, why did you…” but quieted when he spied what had drawn 

Christian’s attention. Another vehicle had pulled into the stall next to Mr. Banner’s stolen SUV. 

Christian’s feet suddenly became as heavy as cinder blocks, and an uneasy feeling nauseated his 

stomach. 

The two boys stood wide-eyed, as a man slowly moved toward them with his right hand 

reaching for something on his hip. 


